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Dear Henri,

Your commitment toward maintenance of the newest Poke machine satisfactorily connotes our negotiations. It remains to mention that preparation of the "Concerto di Samuza" in one day is going to demand supreme physical and artistic powers of all participants. I will, however, be able to send parts, score and tape in advance to facilitate the quintet's life. I shall look forward with interest to official communications resulting from all of this.

In the meantime I remain

very affectionately yours,

Victor
Dear Henri,

Your commitment toward maintenance of the nearest coke machine satisfactorily concludes our negotiations. It remains to mention that preparation of the “Concerto da Camera” in one day is going to demand supreme physical and artistic powers of all participants. I will, however, be able to send parts, score, and tape in advance to facilitate the quintet’s life. I shall look forward with interest to official communications resulting from all of this.

In the meantime I remain

very affectionately yours,

Victor

May 28, 1966